Minutes of Meeting

Project

Responsible

Taxi Service

Igor Piljić

Attended by
Luca Zangari
Lyudmil Angelov
Marko Coha
Igor Piljić
Jelena Jerat
Leon Dragić
Fabio Kruger
Igor Piljić

Location

Date

17.11.2012

Start-end
time
Location
/type

15:10 – 15:45
Skype Voice call

Remarks

Italy
Italy
Croatia
Croatia
Croatia
Croatia
Finland
Croatia

1. Discussion about taxi registration
Few options of taxi registration were considered.
Conclusion: Taxis will be registered into system via web interface on server side.
Action: Leon already implemented this kind of registration and will deploy it on azure later on.
2. Testing implemented features
Conclusion: The team has agreed to make tests of features developed so far.
Action: Later this day everyone will try to make some tests on developed features and let
everyone know if there are any bugs.
3. Discussion about interface between customer client and server
Conclusion: Interface will be similar to one between taxi client and server.
Action: Members working on server and customer client will discuss this matter in details later.
4. Discussion about customer registration
The team discussed whether customer registration is needed at this point.
Conclusion: Customer registration will be considered later on.
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Action: For now customer will send his phone number to server and taxi driver will be able to
see a phone number of customer he is assigned to.
5. Next iteration
The team discussed what should be done during next week.
Conclusion: Fourth feature which is sending order from customer will hopefully be finished by
next Saturday.
Action: Members in charge of customer client will start working on android application while
members in charge of server will adapt web service so it can receive messages from customer
client.
6. Next meeting
The team discussed about the term of next meeting in which current progress will be
overviewed.
Conclusion: Meeting will be on Monday.
Action: Doodle will be set to determine exact time of Monday’s meeting.
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